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Consider the fixed regression model with general weights, and suppose that the 
error random variables are coming from a strictly stationary stochastic process, 
satisfying the strong mixing condition. The asymptotic normality of the proposed 
estimate is established under weak conditions. The applicability of the results 
obtained is demonstrated by way of two existing estimates, the Gasser-Miiller 
estimate and that of Priestley and Chao. The asymptotic normality of these 
estimates is further illustrated by means of a concrete example from the class of 
autoregressive processes. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In regression, we often seek to establish a functional relationship 
between the design points and the responses. If the functional form is 
known, except for some unknown parameters, then the regression is called 
parametric. Nonparametric regression is often more appropriate than 
parametric regression when this functional relationship is of a complex or 
subtle nature. 
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We will consider the general setting, where this functional relationship 
between the design points x,~, . . . . x,, and the responses Y,i, . . . . Y,, can be 
expressed as: 
yni = dxni) + &ni, 1 <id& (1.1) 
where the E,,~, 1 < i< n, are zero mean and finite variance, g2, regression 
errors, and g is a bounded real-valued function defined on a compact set 
A of Rd. We assume that, for each n, { E,~, . . . . a,,} have the same joint dis- 
tribution as {<i, . . . . t,}, where <,, t = ,.,, - 1, 0, 1, . . . is a strictly stationary 
time series defined on a probability space (Q, d, P) and taking values on 
I@ As an estimate of g, we consider the following general linear smoother: 
gnfx)= i wni(x) yni3 (1.2) 
i=l 
where the weight functions w,~(x) = w,~(x; x,), i = 1, . . . . n, depend on x in 
rWd, on the fixed design points x, = (x,i, . . . . x,,), and on the number of 
observations n. 
As an example, consider a firm producing a certain food product whose 
monthly sales volume is modeled by a strictly stationary time series 5,. 
Assume x percent of this food is made from a certain ingredient, say, I. We 
may want to vary x monthly to measure the effect it has on the sales 
volume. Suppose the increase in x has an additive effect on the sales. Then 
( 1.1) might serve as a reasonable model. 
In the independent case, the nonparametric estimation of g has been the 
focus of much research. For the case d= 1, many estimates of g have been 
considered. See, for example, Priestly and Chao [19], Clark [7], Gasser 
and Miiller [ll], Cheng and Lin [4,5], Georgiev [12-151, and the 
references therein. The multivariate case (d> 1) has been discussed by 
Ahmad and Lin [l], Galkowski and Rutkowski [9, 101, and Rafajlowicz 
[20]. Recently, under various dependence conditions imposed on the E,;s, 
Roussas [23] has found conditions under which g, is strongly consistent 
and consistent in quadratic mean. In this paper, our main concern is that 
of establishing the asymptotic distribution of g,. For an indepth treatment 
of nonparametric regression in the case of short range dependent observa- 
tions, the reader is referred to the recent Ph.D. thesis of Chu [6]. 
Throughout the paper, we assume that {r,}, t = . . . . - 1, 0, 1, . . . satisfies 
the strong mixing condition defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let F”, and 5: denote, respectively, the a-fields 
generated by c,, t < 0 and l,, t 2 n. Then { t,} is strong mixing, if 
Lx(n)=sup{lP(AnB)-P(A)P(B)l :AEFtOm, BEg;}Jo. 
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For relevant literature on the strong mixing condition, the reader is 
referred to Rosenblatt [21] or Roussas and Ioannides [24]. The strong 
mixing condition is weaker than many other mixing modes and dependence 
conditions, for example, m-dependence, d-mixing, absolute regularity, and 
p-mixing. Autoregressive moving average time series models and bilinear 
time series models are strong mixing with a(n) = O(e-“‘) for some s > 0 
under weak assumptions. For an account of this information, see 
Gorodetskii [16], Withers [27], Pham and Tran [lS], and Pham [17]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, asymptotic normality of 
the proposed estimate is established, under the assumption that the r.v.‘s 
51, 521... of the underlying strictly stationary process (r,}, t = 0, + 1, . . . . are 
bounded with probability one. This boundedness assumption is removed 
in Section 3 and is replaced by the assumed finiteness of the moment 
dr,l 2 + ’ < co for some 0 < 6 < 1. In Section 4, the basic result of Section 3 
is applied to two special but important cases, namely, the case of the 
Gasser-Miiller estimate and that of the Priestley-Chao estimate. In the 
final section of the paper, an example of an autoregressive stochastic 
process of order one is discussed. This exampie demonstrates the verifiability 
of some of the assumptions made in the paper and further illustrates the 
asymptotic normality of the Gasser-Miller estimate and that of Priestley 
and Chao. 
In all that follows, we will use C to denote constants whose values are 
unimportant and may vary, Also, limits will be taken as (g } or sub- 
sequences thereof tend to co, unless otherwise stated. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY: THE BOUNDED CASE 
The basic assumptions underlining all derivations in this paper are the 
following ones. 
Assumption (Al). In the model (l.l), the function g and the random 
errors E,~, i= 1, . . . . n are such that: 
(i) g: A + Iw is a bounded function defined on the compact subset 
A of R’. 
(ii) For each n, the joint distribution of (E,~, i= 1, . . . . n> is the same 
as that of {tl, . . . . <,}, where {t,}, t =O, f 1, . . . . is a time series with the 
random variables (r.v.‘s) involved defined on the probability space 
m d, PI. 
(iii) The time series {t,}, t = 0, f 1, . . . . is strictly stationary and 
cl-mixing with mixing coefficient a(n) such that x.,“= 1 [a(n)]d”2’6’ < co for 
some 6 > 0. 
(iv) St, =0 and var(r,) = a’(s(O, co)). 
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Assumption (A2). Set w&z) for w,~(x; x,,), where x, = (x,i, . . . . x,,). 
Then the weights w,~(x) satisfy the following requirements, for each x E A : 
0) Cr= 1 Iwni(x)l 6 C f or all n. Let w,(x) 2 max{ Iw,~(x)~; 1 < i < n}. 
Then 
(ii) w,(x) = O(C;, 1 wfi (x)). 
These conditions on the weights are relatively weak and are satisfied by 
many weights, notably by weights suggested by Gasser and Miiller [ 1 l] 
(see Example 5.1 below). Let 
f~i(x) = varCg,(x)l. (2.1) 
Then 
Assumption (A3). x1=, wii(x) = 0(0:(x)). 
Remark 2.1. (i) At this point, one may observe that Assumption (A3) 
is satisfied, if the weights are nonnegative and the correlations between the 
errors eni, i= 1, . . . . n, are also nonnegative. This is the case, for instance, in 
Example 5.1 below. Indeed, omitting the argument x, for simplicity, we 
have 
of = var(g,) = ~9 i wii+ 2 C wniwnj CoV(Eni, &nj), 
i=l l<i<j<fl 
so that 012 rr* Cl= 1 wzi, and the assertion follows. 
(ii) It is clear that Assumptions (A%)(ii) and (A3) imply w,(x) = 
W%(x)). 
We wish to show that, for each x E A, 
g,(x) - &L(x) 
0th) 
d, N(0, 1). (2.2) 
For convenient writing, omit everywhere the argument x and set 
sn=~,lk,--bg,), Z,i = 0, ’ W,i&,i, i = 1, . . . . n, (2.3) 
so that 
s, = i z”i. (2.4) 
i= 1 
Following the familiar procedure, partition the set A,, = { 1, . . . . n} into 
2k + 1 subsets AL,, AI,,,, m = 1, . . . . k, and AZ, where 
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4,= ((m-W+d+ 1, “.> (m- l)b+q)+p, m=l , . . . . k}, 
Al,,, = {(m - 1 )(P + 4) +P + 4 . . . . (m - l)(p + q), m=l , . . . . k}> 
AZ = {Wp + q), . ..> n), 
p=p(n), q=q(n)>O integers with p+q<n for all 
sufficiently large n, and k is the integral part of n/(p + q). (2.5) 
Then S, may be split as 
S” = s:, + s; + s;, (2.6) 
where 
xl= i Ynm, xi= i: v;,, sr= YA,k + 1, (2.7) 
m=l P?l=l 
and 
k,+p- 1 
Y nm= 1 Zni= C Zni, k,=(m-l)(p+q)+l, 
ieAh i=km 
/,+q- I 
Yh?l= C Znj= C Z,, Z,=(m-l)(p+q)+p+l, m=l,...,k, 
jE A&, j = I, 
.d,k+l = 1 Zn,= f: z,[. (2.8) 
lEA;j I=(p+q)+l 
Convergence (2.2) will be established by showing that 
cqsg* + cqsy + 0, 
and 
s:, -5 N(0, 1). 
In connection with (2.9), we have 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
where 
cOV( YZ, Yhj)’ An* + An2I (2.11) 
lgicjdk 
An2 = 2 C COV(Yk, YLj)* (2.12) 
l<icj<k 
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From the definition of Zni in (2.3), by assuming that P( [<r[ 6 C) = 1, and 
utilizing the Davydov inequality for bounded strong mixing r.v.‘s (see, for 
example, Deo [S]), we have 
EZ”, = 0 var(Znj) < CO;* wiicr2, 
lcov(Z,i, Z,)l 6 CO,* IWniWdl a(j- i). 
Since 
var(A,) = var ~~fl~’ Gi) 
/,+q-1 
= iz 
var( Z,;) + 2 c cowni, -53, 
m /,<i<j=Sl,+q-1 
we have 
where 
/,+q-1 
Al, =c* 2 c w;i, 
I??=1 i = I, 
An12=a;* i c lWniWnjl G-9. 
m=l l,<icjCl,+q-1 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
By Assumption (A3), a;* < C/Cj’=, w$ so that, with w, = 
max{Iw,il; 1 <i<n}, 
1,+q-1 
&I-,* i c W; = o,*qkw; < Cqkw, < Cqk i wii, (2.16) 
m=l i = 1, i=l 
by Remark 2.l(ii) and Assumption (A2)(ii). Thus, 
Next, by Assumption (Al )(iii), 
(2.17) 
&,<a,* wf i c a(j - i) 
m=l /,Ci-zjs/,+q-I 
<O,*W~ i i ‘2’ a(l)< Ca,y*qkwi. 
m=l i-1 I=1 
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This is, however, the same bound found for AnIl in (2.16). Hence 
n 
A,,12 < Cqk 1 wij. 
i= 1 
By means of (2.14), (2.17), and (2.18), one has then that 
A,,, < Cqk i wii. 
i= 1 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
Next, 
/,+q-1 l)+q-1 
= k;, ,;[ cov(znk> znd. 
I 
At this point, observe that any two Znk, Z,, have indices differing by at 
least p. Therefore, 
1 cov(Y~i~Y~j) G C Icov(YLi3 Yitj)l 
l<icjgk 1 <i<j<k 
1,+q-1 ‘,+q-1 
,F, ,g, ICOV(Z”,~ -&)I 
l<i<jCk , 
G 1 C Icovtzni9 Z,,I 
n-p n 
i=l j=i+p 
n-p n 
6 CO,* 1 1 IW,iWnjl a(j- i) 
i=l j=i+p 
n-p n 
< Cu;* w, C C IwJ a(j-i) 
i=l j=i+p 
i=l I=p 
by Assumption (A2)(i) and Remark 2.1 (ii), and this last expression tends 
to 0, by Assumption (Al)(iii) and the fact that p + co. From (2.12), we 
have then An2 + 0. By means of this result and relations (2.11) and (2.19), 
we may formulate the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let Assumptions (Al)-(A3) be satisfied and let 
P( I<,] < C) = 1. Furthermore, suppose that p, q, and k are chosen as 
mentioned in relation (2.5), and such that p/q + 00, (nq/p) x1= 1 wfi + 0, 
and p C;=, wzi + 0. Then S(Si)* -+ 0, and also B(S:)* + 0. 
Proof. From (2.11), (2.19), and the fact that An2 ‘0, it follows that 
S(SE)* + 0, provided qkR, -+ 0, where we set R, = Cy= r wii. But 
q&z----.- -. k(p+d n qR J4p-M 1 nqR 
n P+9 n n l+qp-1.p fl 
and k(p + q)/n + 1 by the choice of k,, whereas q/p + 0 by the choice of p 
,and q. So, qkR, + 0 is equivalent to nqp- ‘R, -+ 0, and the first assertion is 
established. As for the second assertion, observe that, by Remark 2.1 (ii) 
and Assumption (A2)(ii), 
b( Sl?’ = var ( i zni) G i var(Z,i) 
i=k(p+q)+l i=k(p+q)+l 
+2 c Icov(zni3 znj)l 
k(p+q)+ 1 <icj<n 
<Co;*wz [n-k(p+q)]<Cw,[n-k(p+q)]<C[n-k(p+q)]R,. 
However, n - k(p + q) <p + q =p( 1 + q/p) with q/p + 0. Thus, it suffices to 
have pR, + 0 which is part of our assumptions made in the lemma, 1 
Next, from (2.1), (2.3), and (2.6), b(SL)* = S[S, - (Si + Sz)12 = 
1 + &(Si + S:)* - 21[S,(S:L + Sr)] + 1, because b(S,(S: + S:)j < 
d”*S;&‘*(S; + S;‘)* = c?“~(S; + S;)* < B”*(S;) + 81’2(S;)2 -+ 0 by (2.9). 
So S(S”)* -+ 1. This would also imply that Et=, var(y,,) + 1, provided 
we show that B, 2 C I <i<j<k COV(.Yniv .Ynj) + 0. Indeed, 
IBnI G ,ciFj,k Icov(Yni9Ynj)l = 1 
. I<i<j<k 
jcov (k’;g’ Z”,, “Y-l Z”j 
I = k, 
k,+p- 1 k,+p- 1 
B c ,Fk Ek Icov(-L Z,r)l 
l<icj<k , 
G C 1 Icov(zni9 Inj)\ 
n-q n 
i=l j=i+q 
because any two Znl, Z,, have indices differing by at least q. 
Proceeding then as in the case of A,*, we have 
“-4 n n-q n 
iF, j=F+q Icov(zrzi, znj)l GCco,* C 1 lwniwnjl dj-i)<C f a(l) 
i=l j=i+q I=q 
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and this last expression -PO by Assumption (Al)(iii) and the fact that 
q + co. Therefore B, --f 0, as was to be seen. For reference, let us put these 
results in the form of a lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Under the same assumptions and conditions as those used in 
Lemma 2.1, 
cqsy --) 1 and also 
For establishing the asymptotic normality of SL, look at the r.v.‘s 
Y nm, m = 1, . . . . k, and let Y,, be independent T.v.3 such that Y,, is dis- 
tributed as y,,,,,, m = 1, . . . . 
s,‘=CL, 
k. Then by,,,, = 0, var( Y,,) = var( y,), and set 
var( Y,,) and X,,, = Y,,/s,, m = 1, . . . . k. Then the r.v.‘s X,,, 
m = 1, . . . . k, are independent with ~$3’~~ = 0 and CL=, var(X,,,) = 1. 
Letting 4X stand for the characteristic functions (ch. f.) of the r.v. X, 
we have 
G 4~~=,unm (t)- ?I 4ym (t) + fi, 4ym (t)-e-f2’2 
In=1 I I 
=I&( fi ei-)- fi 
m=l m=1 
Ceiry-.l+l fi ~ynm(t)-eef2~21 
m=l 
<C(k-l)a(q)+ fi 4Y,,(t)-e-‘2’2 , 
m=l 
by Lemma 1.1 in Volkonskii and Rozanov [26] (see also Theorem 7.2 in 
Roussas and Ioannides [24].) 
At this point, suppose that kg(q) +O. Then it sufhces to show that 
Ci = r Y,, d, N(0, 1) which, on account of s,” + 1, will folow from the 
convergence 
i x,, A N(0, 1). (2.20) 
??I=1 
By the normal convergence criterion (see also Roussas [22]), it suffices to 
show that, for every E > 0, 
x2 dF,,(x) -+ 0, 
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where F,, is the distribution function of X,,. Indeed, 
But ~~~,l = Ick;;- 1 z,J = O; 1 IC:,:mp-’ w,,~E,J < Ca;’ pw,. Therefore, 
s 
X*dF,,(x)dCa,*s,*p*w~P(~y,,~B&s”) 
(1.x 3 El 
< C~-*p*w~ o;*(s;*)* var(y,,), 
and, hence, by Remark 2.1 (ii) and Assumption (A2)(ii), 
g,(E) < c&-*p*w; a,* s;* = c&-* s,*(w,a,*)p*w, 
< C~-*s,~p*w, 6 CE-*s,*(p*R,), 
where, it is recalled, R, = C;= 1 wf,. Therefore g,(s) + 0, provided p*R, + 0. 
This result is summarized in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Under the same assumptions and conditions as those used in 
Lemma 2.1 and the additional conditions 
n 
np-‘a(q) + 0 and P* C wii+09 
i=l 
it follows that S:, d, N(0, 1). 
Proof Since by the definition of k, np-’ > k, we have kcr(q) = 
np-‘a(q)(k/np-‘) <np-‘a(q). Thus np-la(q) --) 0 implies ka(q) + 0. 1 
Therefore Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 taken together imply the main result in 
this section; namely, 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Assumptions (Al)-(A3) be satisfied and let 
P( ItI1 < C) = 1. Suppose that p and q are chosen as mentioned in relation 
(2.5) and such that qp-l + 0. Finally, suppose that the mixing coefficients 
cr(n) and the weights w,~(x) satisfy the conditions 
nqp-’ i wzi-+O, p* i wii+O, and np-‘a(q) -0. (2.21) 
i=l i=l 
Then 
&l(x) - ~&r(x) 
fJ,(x) -5 NO, 11, 
where a:(x) = var[g,(x)]. 
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Proof: It is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 and 
relation (2.6). 1 
At this point, it would be appropriate to illustrate that there exist choices 
of p and q which satisfy the conditions imposed upon them in Theorem 2.1 
and that this happens for a large class of mixing coefficients and weights. 
To this end, suppose that 
a(n) = O(n-“), v> 1, and i w$(x) = ~(n-*("+~)/(~~+~)). (2.22) 
As we have already done above, set R, = R,(x) =Cy=, wii(x). Then the 
second assumption in (2.22) implies that 
i=l 
n2(v+ 1)/(3v+ 1) R, &! E, ~ 0, (2.23) 
and without loss of generality we may assume that E, 2 0 for all n. Then 
proceed to choose p and q as follows 
P=Pn(X)=EjtY~f)/*(Y+l)R~l/* 
n ) 
q = qn(x) = [4* E - (3v + 1)/*(” + 1’1 l/v. 
” 
(2.24) 
Then it is claimed that 
4P -l-+0, nqp-‘R, -+ 0, P’R, + 0, np-‘a(q) -+ 0. (2.25) 
Indeed, 
and n E(Y+1)/*=n”+“2/‘3”+1)R(Y+1)/2 n 
from (2.23). Hence, q’/p’ = n-“(“- ‘)A~ + ‘) + 0 (since v > 1). Next, 
(v+1)*/(3v+l)R-(V+1)/2 
” 
= [n2v(v+1)/(3V+1)R,]Y=E~-*0, 
Also, p2R, = E(“-‘)‘(“+~) + 0, and, finally, by means of (2.22), 
na(q)/p G C nJpq’ = CE, -+ 0, as was to be seen. 
Comments on the Choice of a(n), R,, p and q. First, the choice 
cc(n) = 0(n-“), v > 1, encompasses a large class of strongly mixing r.v.‘s 
with mixing coefficient decaying moderately fast. Second, from the condi- 
tion p2R, + 0, it follows that R, + 0. The only question then which arises 
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is as to the rate of convergence to 0. Had we chosen to take R, = o(nhk) 
(0 <k c 1) and p and q as some fractional powers of n, p = [nkt], q = [I?*] 
with 0 < k, -C ki, where [x] denotes the integral part of x, then it would 
follow that k > 2(v + 1)/(3v + 1). Thus, by allowing p and q to depend on 
R,, we obtain the best rate for R,, in the sense that k=2(v+ 1)/(3v + 1). 
Once it is decided to select R,, so that n 2V(V+ 1)/(3V+ 1). R, = E, --f 0, the 
choice of p and q is more or less dictated by the compatibility of the 
conditions stated in (2.25). 
3. ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY: THE UNBOUNDED CASE 
Here the unboundedness of (I will be replaced by the assumption of 
finiteness of a certain moment. More precisely, we make the following 
Assumption (A4). For some 6 > 0, assume 8’ It,] 2+ ’ -C co. 
Then the following boundedness condition holds, namely, 
Remark 3.1. Set J = 6/(2 + 6) and assume Assumptions (Alk(A3) are 
satisfied. Then 
o,2(X) 1 Iwnitx) wnj(x)l dj- 4 
ldi<jb?l 
<C for all sufficiently large n. 
Indeed, leaving out the argument x, we have 
where we recall that w, = max{ 1 wJ; 1~ i < n}. Therefore, 
aif2 C Iwniwnjl a%- i)<ai2w, i ‘2’ Iwnjl a”(j- i) 
l<i<j$n j=2 i=* 
Ga,2W, i i IW,il a”(l) 
i=l I=1 
~[j!laA(l)](~l IWnil)0,2Wn 
=g Cq2 W” 
by Assumptions (Al)(iii) and (A2)(i). Then Assumption (A3) and 
Remark 2.l(ii) complete the justification of the assertion. 
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For some L > 0, truncate the errors E,~, i = 1, . . . . n, as follows: 
&= 
&ni, l&nil 6 L &$ = O, lEni G L 
0, I&,J > L’ eni, l&nil > L. 
Then, clearly, 
where 
E,j = (&ki - &&ii) + (&ii - CT&g, ’ Yni = YLi + Yli, 
rnj = g(x,,) + (&Li - s&Z), YIi = &$ - a&,“i, 
and 
g,(x) = g;(x) + g,“(x) with g:(x) 
=itl w~i(x) Ki3 dtx)= i wni(x) y,Ni. 
i=l 
Omitting the argument x, we shall prove that 
o,‘g,” A 0 by showing that ai b( gI)2 + 0. 
Indeed, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
a,* 8( gi)Z = a,2 c n ~~~var(s~~)+ 2 C w”iwnj COV(& &ij) . (3.5) 
i=l l<icj<n 1 
Now, by Assumption (A3), 
cri2 i w$ var(a,“,) < aL2 i wfi J?(&)* G C&[ty 1 I,,,,, , L,]. (3.6) 
i=l i=l 
At this point, utilize Assumption (A4) to obtain, as L -+ co and uniformly 
in na 1, 
(3.7) 
Next, with y = 2/(2 + 6) and i < j, we have by the Davydov inequality, 
ICOV(E;,, &;,)I < ca l -Y(j _ j) &Y/* IeYJY12 8*/Y IE~~I~/Y 
= Ca’-Y(j-- j) 87 le,“,lzir 
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where I is defined in Remark 3.1. Therefore, 
on* c wniwnj COV(E;,, E$) 
l<iij<n 
G my cl~112+s z(,51,>L) ] a,’ c IWniWnjl a”(j- i) 
l<i<j<n 
6 c@’ c15112+6 Z(,<,,>Ll (3.8) 
by Remark 3.1. Then, by Assumption (A4) again, we obtain as L -+ cc and 
uniformly in n 2 1, 
on-* c wniwnj COV(&ti, EZ,)-+ 0. (3.9) 
l<i-zj<n 
From (3.5), (3.7), and (3.9), we have 
LEMMA 3.1. Let g:(x) be defined by (3.4) and suppose that Assumptions 
(Al )-(A4) are satisfied. Then, 
a,* cg-g;(x)]’ -0 as L + 00, uniformly in n > 1. 
Let c&(x) be the variance of g:(x) defined in (3.4); that is, let 
r&(x) = var[gl(x)]. Then, for each L >O, the Ybls are bounded and 
therefore Lemma 2.2 applies and gives that, as n + co, 
~,-,‘(X, g;(x) 5 NO, 11, 
provided the conditions on p, q, R,, and u(n) in (2.21) are also fulfilled, 
and qp -’ + 0. We wish to have 
a,‘(x) g;(x) d-, N(0, 1). 
This would be indeed the case, provided we show that, for each L > 0, 
C(x) ~ 1 
d(x) 
as n+oo. 
By omitting the argument x, one has from (3.4) 
var( g,) = var( g;) + var( gg) + 2 cov( gk, gi), 
so that 
1 - c&/cr~ = a;* var( g;) + 20;~ cov( g;, g,“), 
and on* var(g,“) = a;* b(gi)* + 0 by Lemma 3.1. 
(3.10) 
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Thus, it suffices to show that a;* cov(gi, g,“) + 0. Again, by (3.4), 
covw ga= i i wniwnj cov( YLi, Yij) = f: i w,i wnj COV(&, &ij). 
i=l j=l i=l j-1 
Therefore, 
a;* Icow7, g;)l <a,* i wzi ICOV(E;i, &ii)1 
i=l 
+ 2afL2 1 lWni wnjl ICOV(E~j, &:,)I 
1 <i-cjCn 
<a,* i Wii JJ(&;j&;Jl + a,* i Wfi Is&;,I Id&y 
i=l i=l 
+ ‘IY* 1 IwniwnjI CoV(Eki9 EZj)I 
1 sZi-cj<n 
+ wy’214,12’y) ~Y’2C15~12’~~~,~,,,~,1 a,* 
X 1 (W”i Wnjl DZeY(j-i), 
ISiij<n 
where we recall that y =2/(2+ a), so that 1 --y =6/(2+6), y/2= l/(2+6), 
and 2/y = 2 + 6. Given that Sl<,l, St:, and c?I{~~*‘~ = c$‘(<~[~+~ are all finite, 
we have then 
+ ~~y’2Cl~~12’y~~~~,~z~~1 ai* 2 ct-‘(j- 1). 
1 <i<jSn 
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Now o,‘C:~~ w;, = O(1) by Assumption (A3), and 
ai2 CI<iij<n Iwniwnjl a ‘-‘(j- l)= O(1) by Remark 3.1. Since also 
4~lZ(,S,,>L)l 6~“*lm,t;,,>L,l ~~y’2c15112+s~,,,,,>.,1~ 
we have then 
a;* IcmLg~)l ~~~~“‘2clt;~12+6~~,~,,>L~I -0, (3.11) 
as L -P co, uniformly in n > 1, because of Assumption (A4). Thus, the 
following lemma is true. 
LEMMA 3.2. Recall that a:(x) = var[g,(x)], and for each L > 0, let 
a:,(x) = var[gk(x)], where g:(x) is defined in (3.4). Then, under Assumptions 
(Al)-(A4), we have a;*(x) C:,(X) + 1 as L + 03, uniformly in n > 1. 
Proof: Follows from relations (3.10), (3.1 l), and Lemma 3.1. 1 
The previous two lemmas lead then to the main result of this section, 
namely, 
THEOREM 3.1. Under Assumptions (Al )--(A4), and under the proviso that 
the conditions (2.21) are satisfied and qp- ’ + 0, we have 
&(X) - ~&l(x) 
a,(x) A NO, 11, 
where a:(x) = var [ g,(x)]. 
Proof. Only a sketch of this proof will be presented. The interested 
reader may refer to Roussas, Tran, and Ioannides [25] for details. Indeed, 
for each L > 0 and by omitting the argument x, we have 
Set 
g,-&, anL d-&A gl -=-.-+- 
an an a 
(3.12) 
IIL 0,’ 
hL = 0,’ anL, xnL = a;‘(gL - &L), Y,, = a;’ g,“. (3.13) 
Also, set 
A,= ~~y’2c15112+“~,,,,,>L,1. 
Then, for all sufficiently large L, 
(3.14) 
IAl,- 11 GAL foralln,andA,+OasL+cc, 
XnL 2 w, 1) as n + co, for each L > 0, 
P(IY,,I >c)<c-*A, for all n and any c > 0. 
(3.15) 
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First, as a consequence of these facts, we have that 
1,Jd. 2 NO, 1) as n --+ co, first, and as L + 00 next. (3.16) 
Indeed, with @ denoting the distribution function of the standard normal 
distribution, we have 
P(AlLXnL G xl = pw,, G X/AIL) = &“,W,L). (3.17) 
Now, for each L > 0 and as n -+ co, 
&n,(Y)-@(Yko uniformly in y E R, so that 
FXDL(t)--@(k)+O foreachL>O. (3.18) 
Also, 
as n + co first, and then as L + 03, (3.19) 
because 
I (A.,) I- I n.,i 
@ 5 -Q(x) - 1x1 1-L f(X,L)<(271)-1’21XI 1-’ 
I &L/. 
where f is the pdf corresponding to CD and x,,~ is a point between x and 
x/k,,. From the inequality I&, - 1 ( < AL, it follows that 
Therefore 
Taking limits as n + co first, and then as L + co, we obtain (3.19). From 
this relation and relations (3.17) and (3.18), the assertion follows. It is not 
hard to establish that 
&LX,, + y,, -s wo, 1) as n -+ cc first, and as L + co next. (3.20) 
Finally, since by way of (3.12) and (3.13), (gn-Jgn)/bn=J.nLX,,L+ YnL, 
the proof of the theorem is completed. 1 
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4. Two SPECIAL CASFB OF THE PROPOSED ESTIMATE 
In this section, consider the general model (1.1) but suppose that d = 1. 
Then without loss of generality, we may take A = [0, l] and we shall do 
so. In the proposed estimate (1.2), the weights are taken first as suggested 
by Gasser and Miiller [ll], and, second, as in Priestley and Chao [19]. 
The Gasser-Miller Estimate 
Take the weights w,~(x) as 
where K is a bounded pdf and (h,} is a sequence of positive constants con- 
verging to 0. On the design points xni, i = 1, . . . . n, and the kernel K we 
impose the following further conditions. Let .x:’ stand for the ith largest 
xq, j= 1, . ..) n and set xi” = 0, xf+ ‘) = 1, so that ) 
()=x(O)<x(‘)< . . . <<x(“‘< @+I)= 1. n n n lx” 
For convenient writing and for i = 0, 1, . . . . n + 1, set 
Then the following assumptions are made: 
Assumption (Bl). The design points xni, i= 1, . . . . n, are chosen so that 
-<Y +l-yni<‘, 
c, 
n L n,i i = 0, 1, . . . . n, n 
for some positive constants C,, Cz. 
Assumption (B2). The bounded pdf K is continuous almost everywhere 
(with respect to Lebesgue measure) in lF! and has a majorant H; that is, 
K(x) < H(x), x E R, where H is bounded, symmetric (with respect to the 
origin), nonincreasing in [0, cc), and (Riemann) integrable over [w. 
Assumption (Bl ) imposes only a weak condition on the design points. 
The design points here can be chosen rather freely; for example, they can 
be chosen as: 
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The advantage of this design is that one can choose x,i = 4, x,,~ = i, 
3 
x,3 = 5, . . . independently of n. The design scheme can be continued 
indefinitely into the future. Note that the design points become dense in 
[O, l] as n + co, in the sense that, given any point x in [0, 11, there exists 
a design point arbitrarily close to x, if the sample size n is sufficiently large. 
The following result is needed in the sequel. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let Assumptions (Bl) and (B2) be satisfied and let h, + 0 so 
that nh, + 00. Set 
and 
Bn=c h 
n-1.Y~,i+l-YniK2 
i=l n 
Then A, +l( =JK(y)dy) and B,+jK’(y)dy. 
Proof: It is the lemma on pages 5-6 in Georgiev and Greblicki [14] 
applied for the function K and K2 in order to obtain the first and the 
second result, respectively. u 
The result below will also be needed. 
LEMMA 4.2. Under the same assumptions and conditions as those in 
Lemma 4.1, (nh,) XI= 1 wzi(x) is boundedfrom above and also bounded away 
from 0. 
Proof Leaving out the argument x and writing h instead of h,, we have 
w,=max(w,i; 1 <i<n} -max(u,i; 1 <i<n}, where, for i= 1, . . . . n, 
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By Lemma 4.1, A, is bounded away from 0. Hence, 
i = 1, . ..) n, 
and therefore w, < C(nh)-’ by the boundedness of K. Thus, (nh)Cbl wiib 
(nh)WnC~=~Wni= (nh) w,<Cnh(nh)-‘=C, and the assertion (nh)Cb, wfi= 
O(1) follows. Next, 
t, K2 (y) 
/f,K(T)] 
>C-$ since&-[K’(y)dyand(A”+%r+l. 
So XI= 1 wii 3 C/nh, and the proof of the lemma is completed. 1 
COROLLARY 4.1. w,(x) = max{ wni(x); 1 < i < n} = O(C:, 1 wii(x)). 
Proof: Indeed, 
w.<c-+ i Wii, hence the result. 1 
i= 1 
We may now proceed to establish asymptotic normality as follows. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Suppose Assumptions (Al), (A3), (Bl), and (B2) are 
satisfied, with cr(n)= O(n-“), v > 1, and let h, -+O so that 
nh(3”+‘)/“-“+ co 
6 ; 2/( v - 1). Then 
. Finally, suppose that B~<,I’+‘<~o for some 
g,(x) - &L(x) 
on(x) 
av(O, 1). 
Proof. Clearly, Assumption (A2) is satisfied by Corollary 4.1. Next, by 
Lemma 4.2, x1= 1 wii < C/nh, so that 
and this last expression tends to 0, because nh(3”+‘)l(Y-1) + co. The proof 
of the argument is easy and is therefore omitted. 1 
In the theorem just proved the centering constants &g,,(x) may be 
replaced by g(x), provided some additional assumptions are imposed. To 
this end, a lemma first will be established. For its formulation, Assumption 
(B2) is to be strenghened as follows. 
Assumption (B2*). Same as Assumption (B2) except that the function 
H is as described there with its integrability being replaced by the 
(stronger) assumption H(lxl)= O(~X[-‘~“) for some a>O. 
Clearly, Assumption (B2*) entails (Riemann) integrability of H. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let Assumptions (A3), (Bl), and (B2*) be satisfied, and let 
the function g satisfy a local Lipschitz condition of order p; that is to say, 
for each x, there exists a p = p(x) > 0 and a constant C = C(x) > 0 such that 
I&)-dY)l < Clx-YIP for all y E R. (4.4) 
Finally, suppose h, + 0 so that 
&'+ [k'/(~+P)1 --, 0, n (4.5) 
where a is the constant of Assumption (B2*). Then [&g,(x) - g(x)]/o,(x) + 0. 
Proof: Use the notation employed above and set 4, = h-p’(“+p), so that 
h#n = ha’@+ P, + 0, in order to obtain 
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+ i uni Ig(Yni)-dx)l z(~x-y,,[r)nh) 
i=l 
~~uP{IdY)-gcdl; Iv-xl arh} 
+2suP{Ig(Y)l;YEA} i Uniz(fx--y,,J>),h) 
i=l 
At this point, set 
UK= (Yni- x)/h3 i=o, 1, . ..) n+ 1. 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
By means of (4.2) and (4.7), we have then 
by Assumption (B 1 ), 
- Oni) K( -uni) z([hv.,l >q&h)? 
i= 1 
= CA,, + C&2, 
by (4.71, 
(4.8) 
where 
An1= i C”n,i+l -“ni) K(-Oni) z(uni>&)7 
i=l 
n 
Anz= c (%,i+1- uni) K(-“rzi) z(v,i< -4.)’ 
i=l 
Let d,=max{y,,i+,-y,i;i=l,...,n), so that u,,i+l-u,i=AJh< 
C&h + 0 by Assumption (Bl ) and the assumption that nh + 00. Then, the 
definition of A,,, the fact that 4, + co, and Assumption (B2*) imply 
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A,, < i (U,,i+I-U,i)H(-u~i)z~“~,>~~~ 
i=l 
i=l 
s 
0 
< 
9. - (An/h) 
H(y)dyQCjrn y-(l+a)dy 
4. - (Anlh) 
that is, 
A,, d C#,“. 
Next, working as above, we have 
(4.9) 
= i Cvn,i+ 1 - uni) H(vni) ‘Cv,,< -4.) 
i= 1 
< I 
-dn+ (An/h) H(y) dy = y H(-z)dz -co 4. - (&lh) 
s 
m = H(z) dz < C#,“; 
4” ~ (An/h 1
that is, 
A,, < @ia. (4.10) 
By Assumption (A3) and Lemma 4.2, it follows that a;* < C(nh). By 
means of this inequality and inequalities (4.9) and (4.10), relation (4.6) 
yields 
0, l I~gn(x) - g(x)1 
< qnh)‘/* [pm+P) + jpPl(a+q from the definition of 4,) 
= C(nh I+ w(a+P))1/2 + 0, by (4.5). (4.11) 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
The lemma just established leads to the following strengthening of 
Theorem 4.1. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let Assumptions (Al), (A3), (Bl), and (B2*) be satisfied, 
let u(n) = O(n-“), v > 1, and let g satisfy the Lipschitz condition (4.4). Let 
h, -+ 0 in such a manner that 
&(3v+ l)/(v- 1) + oo ” and &; + [hJ/(a + &‘)I + 0. (4.12) 
Finally, suppose that d I< 1 1’ + a < 00 for some 6 > 2/( v - 1). Then 
b%(x) -g(x) d 
Q,(X) 
--+N(O, 1). 
Proof: Immediate from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.3. 1 
Remark 4.1. In order for the convergences in (4.12) to be compatible, 
the quantities a, p, and v must satisfy the inequality ap/(a+ p) > 
(v + l)/(v - 1). At this point, it should be mentioned that Assumption (Bl) 
imposes a weak condition on the design points. Should Assumption (Bl) 
be replaced by the stronger condition that the design points are chosen in 
an increasing order and also to satisfy the requirements: Cl/n < x,,~+ 1 - 
xni < C&z, for some positive constants C, and Cz, then condition (4.12) 
can be weakened to nhff + l)‘(“- ‘) + co. The justification of this statement is 
somewhat long to be included here, and we chose to report on it elsewhere. 
The Priestley-Chao Estimate 
Let 
wni(x)= 
xn,i+ 1 - xni 
h i= 1, . . . . n (x,,+, = l), (4.13) 
n 
where K is a bounded pdf. The resulting estimate is 
intx)= i wni(x) yni. (4.14) 
i=l 
On the design points xni, i= 1, . . . . n, we impose the following condition 
(Bl * ) which is more restrictive than Assumption (Bl ), namely, 
Assumption (Bl*). The design points xni, i= 1, . . . . n, are chosen so 
that Cl/n < x,,~ + 1 -xniG C,/n, i= 0, 1, . . . . n (xnO=O), for some positive 
constants C1, Cz. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose Assumptions (Al), (A3), (Bl*), and (B2) ure 
satisfied, with a(n) = O(n-“), v > 1, and let h, + 0 so that 
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nj+3Y+1H--1)+ oo 
fofLx#O, x# 1, * 
Finally, suppose that d 1 l1 1’ + ’ c co (0 < 6 < 1). Then, 
i”(X) - @n(x) $N(O 
a,(x) 
1) 
, > 
where 8:(x) = var[g,(x)] and g,(x) is given by (4.14) and the weights by 
(4.13). 
Proof As usual, leave out the argument x and write h instead of h,. 
Then 
as in Lemma 4.1, so that XI= i Iw,J < C for all n. Next, 
so that w,=max(w,i; 1 <i<n} 62, 
and Cr= I wzi < (C/nh) C = C/nh, or (nh) C?= r wii < C for all n. Also, 
with B, + 1 K2( y) dy, by Lemma 4.1. Therefore, x1= I wii 2 C/nh, or 
(nh) x1= 1 wfi > C( >O) for all n. In other words, Lemma 4.2 holds here as 
well. Then, as in Corollary 4.1, w, = O(C;, i wzi). As a consequence of the 
above, Assumption (A2) is fulfilled. Since XI= i wsi < C/nh, as was shown 
above, relation (2.23) and the arguments following it complete the proof of 
the theorem. 1 
The following result is an appropriate version of Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let Assumptions (Al), (A3), (Bl*), and (B2*) be 
fulfilled, let a(n) = O(n-“), v > 1, and let g satisfy the Lipschitz condition 
(4.4). Furthermore, suppose that K satisfies a local Lipschitz condition of 
order p*; that is, for each x, there exists a p* = p*(x) > 0 and a constant 
C = C(x) > 0 such that 
K(x) - K(Y)I < Clx -yY* for all y E IT& (4.15) 
It is also assumed that the rth moment of K is finite for some 
r > 1/(2p* - 1). Finally, suppose that h, + 0 in such a manner that 
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(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
and that 81511 2+6<~ (O<S<l). Then 
b”wdh+N(o 1) 
a,(x) 
f . 
Proof By Theorem 4.3, it suftices to show that 6;‘(x) [&g,,(x) -g(x)] 
--t 0. Writing wni and h instead of wJx) and h,, respectively, and letting 
4, be as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, we have 
as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, except for the last term on the right-hand 
side which there was equal to 0. Then, by (4.11), 
6;’ Id%(x) -g(x)1 < CW 1+2ap’(n+p))1’2+C(nh)“2 
I ! 
i wni- 1 . (4.20) 
i=l 
Therefore, it suffices to show that (nh)“2 [CT= I W,i - 1 I + 0. TO this end, 
CK(uni)-K(Y)l dy 
where vni = (x - x,i)/h, i = 0, 1, . . . . n + 1, SO that ~“0 > u,I > * * * 2 v,,, + 1. 
Next, by (4.15) the definition of the 0,;s and (Bl*), 
PW 
(n+ l)s=Cn/(nh)P.+l. 
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Therefore, 
(dp i 1“” [K(u,,)-K(y)] dyi 6 cn/(nh)P*+l’*. (4.22) 
i-0 ““.,+I 
On the other hand, if Y is a r.v. distributed according to K, 
(for x #O), (4.23) 
and 
r 
dIYI’<Ch’ (for x # 1). (4.24) 
By means of (4.22k(4.24), inequality (4.21) yields 
(nh)“* i w,;- 1 < Cn/(nh)P*+1’2+ ch’(nh)“*. 
I I 
(4.25) 
i=l 
Now, n/(nh)P’ + li2 + 0, if and only if (4.18) holds. Also, h’(nh)“’ + 0, if and 
only if (4.19) holds. From (4.25) then (n/z)“* ICY= 1 w,,~- 11 + 0. This along 
with (4.17) and (4.20) give 8;’ I&g,(x)-g(x)1 -0. Then Theorem 4.3 
completes the proof. 1 
Remark 4.2. The condition r > 1/(2p* - 1) in the formulation of 
Theorem 4.4 is needed to secure compatibility of convergences (4.18) and 
(4.19). 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
As an application of the theorems in Section 4, consider the following 
example. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. For i = 1, . . . . n, suppose Y,,i=g(x,i) + E,~, and let the 
underlying process { <,} be an autoregressive process of order 1; that is, 
5r=i%1+et, where we assume that 0 < fi < 1, that e,, t = 1,2, . . . . are 
independent r.v.‘s distributed as N(0, l), and that &, is independent of {e,}. 
The assumption 0 c fi < 1 implies that {tl} is strictly stationary 
(actually, the condition - 1 < fi < 1 would suffice) and that the autocorrela- 
tion function is equal to $-‘I (see, for example, Box and Jenkins 
[3,p. 561). The process (c,) is also a-mixing because, clearly, 
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d (logle,l )+ < co, so that the conditions of the theorem in Athreya and 
Pant&a [2] are satisfied here. This theorem does not provide, however, 
rates for the mixing coefficient. For this purpose, we utilize Theorem 3.1 in 
Pham and Tran [18], which, actually, yields much more; namely, that the 
underlying process is absolutely regular (and hence strongly mixing) 
with the mixing coefficient decaying at an exponential rate. For this 
theorem to apply in the present case, all we have to check is that 
w J,~~~‘,~‘~,-,“,l~r~u~i~~lel ), h ere g is the probability density function 
Indeed, i(x) - g(x - 19) = --0x, g(xe), where x0 lies between x and x - 8. 
Clearly, lx01 G 1x1 + Ix- 81, whereas for 8 >O, g(x@) <g(x) for x < 0, 
g(x,) <g(x- 0) for x > 0, and g(x,) < l/,/% for 0 <X G 8. Thus, 
igwg(x--11 6 wxi + Ix-el)cg(x)z(-,,,,(x)+g(x-e)z~,,,,(~)+ 
(l/J% ~co,&n and, therefore, 1 I g(x) - g(x - 0)l dx = O(0). Similarly 
for e < 0. 
Remark 5.1. In the example just discussed, it was assumed that the 
error variables were distributed as N(0, 1). Actually, the discussion in the 
example goes through when the probability density function of the errors 
satisfies very weak conditions. In fact, the assumption that it is of bounded 
variation will suffice. Details may be presented elsewhere. 
Now, choose the weights as specified in (4.1). Then Remark 2.1(i) 
applies and secures the validity of Assumption (A3). Thus, under Assump- 
tions (Al)(i), (ii), (Bl), (B2), and the choice of h,‘s to satisfy the conditions 
j,+O and njfY+l)/(v--l) + cc (for some v > 1 ), Theorem 4.1 applies and 
provides asumptotic normality for [g,,(x) - &g”(x)] a;’ (x). If Assumption 
(B2) is replaced by (B2*), if g satisfies the Lipschitz condition (4.4), and 
if h,‘s are chosen so that h, + 0 and the convergences in (4.12) are also 
satisfied, then Theorem 4.2 applies and yields asymptotic normality for 
C&(X) -&)I fJ,‘(x). 
Next, when the weights are chosen as specified by (4.13), then the 
asymptotic normality of [b.(x) - &g,(x)] 8;‘(x) follows, under assump- 
tions (Al)(i), (ii), (Bl*), (B2), and the choice of h,‘s as in Theorem4.1. 
Finally, the asymptotic normality of [in(x) -g(x)] 8;‘(x) is secured 
under the assumption of Theorem4.4, where (Al) is reduced to (Al)(i), 
(ii), and (A3) as well as Sl<ll ‘+’ < co are eliminated. These last two 
convergences are justified for x # 0 and x # 1. 
Remark 5.2. The fact that, in the present case, a(n)= O(n-“) for 
any v > 1 arbitrarily large, leads to the weakening of the condition 
nh~3”+ 1M- ‘) + co to nh5 -+ co. 
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